Don’t flush us
down the toilet
when we leave
care!!!

rd contact to chief ex

Everyone can see
what’s going on in
your life …
And pass
judgement …

It’s like living in a
goldfish bowl …

When they leave
care it’s like being
tipped out of the
bowl …

And you have to
repeat your story
over and over …

Letting the young
person have a
voice and
acknowledge their
views, don’t treat
it like they're
blowing bubbles …

Can feel isolating
like a lonely
goldfish on its own
in the bowl …

It’s like they're the
goldfish with the
bad memory &
you have to repeat
yourself …
Going round in
circles …

NSPCC - one on
one interaction,
not forcing
answers

More
understanding
from health
professionals

Straight forward
contact to chief
executive

Participation
worker

CAMHS shorter waiting
list

HELP AT A
CHALLENGING
TIME

- bends the rules
- goes above &
beyond
- reliable

Consistent
support/social
worker friendly

Not retelling
story

Family

24/7 support -

- biological

always available

- foster

regular checkups

- adopted

Purpose of
life

Feeling
proud of
yourself
Meeting
people
similar to
yourself

Not eating

POSITIVE

Friendship

Football

Stability
Money

Blame things
on themselves
all the time

Tired

Positive
comments
Being called
'speccy four
eyes' because
I wear glasses

Mental
health

Looked
down on

Belittling

Lacking
in things

Going to
the
doctors

Help and
support
Personal
space

Sleep, hygiene,
health

Anxiety
Nutter,
crazy, taity,
nakka,
spakka

Relationship

Alcohol
Appearance
Drugs

Low
confidence

Self
harm

Knowing
loved ones
are there for
you.

Hobbies:
- working with
children, a career
that you enjoy

Adult health services are crap
- know where to ask for help difficulty in recognising when
something is wrong, etc.

- groups with youth
workers
- 'pamper sessions' good for self-esteem
and confidence

Didn't
understand
until
experienced
it personally

Negative
associations
with the
word
'mental'

People want to
help under-18s,
but when you're an
adult people
expect you to get
on with it.
18+
- limited support

- No support
Media influences
judgement - fear of
being judged, more
critical these days
in schools - what

Nervousness
Controversial

other people think.

MENTAL
HEALTH

It becomes a
label
Can learn from your
experiences, get
more confident &
help others too.

Sharing with
others can be
beneficial to them
- makes you who
you are.

Under-18s get
lots of support,
but as soon as
you turn 18,
there is no
support.

Like it's
an illness
Networking with
other young
people in similar
situations - positive
role models from
similar
backgrounds.

Some people do
care, whereas
others don't, and
some people think
you're putting it on.
Stereotypes:
'people thinking
it's like a moster
inside of you'

Lack of understanding
about what mental
heath involves - even
professionals in
schools & care don't
understand it.

- Hard leaving care

Social workers are
too busy to give
enough time to
young people - it's
not as accessible as
asking mum or
dad, etc.

Negative
stereotypes
and only
certain types of
people have 'it'

